
Adding Value To Value

Onward, sounded the rallying cry of a students-first reform.  
Onward to the now legally demanded (and heavily expensive) creation: 
Of yet another bad teacher evaluation structure. 
Onward to a newer, more contemporary structure.  Onward to a faster-paced structure no 

longer mired down by any of those old-school methods so tediously tied to an incrementally-
achieved, years-long-collaborative, interactively-supportive, stable-institution-dependent 
appraisal – but, much, much more quickly; much, much more efficiently?	


Onward to a truly modern-day structure founded much more simply upon the immediate, 
school-competitive collection of an indisputable mountain of statistics.  Onward to the 
production of a standardizing, data-dependent structure; an authoritatively modern-day 
evaluation structure which, after pointing directly to an irrefutably collected evidence?

Could bring about an immediate, zero-tolerance penalty.
Onward to the creation of a no-excuses “student protective” structure capable of boldly 

stepping up to save our nation from that number one school-test-score-proven problem: 
Bad teachers.   (Those so many intransigently lazy and judicially labeled “grossly inept” 

employees who, even after more than ten long years committed to the implementation of an 
uncompromising NCLB?  Yet, somehow, continued to stubbornly and single-handedly bring 
about each and every one of those offensively intolerable scores.)  Onward to the exciting new 
world of a statistically-generated, no-due-process, no-protections-necessary, instantaneously-
gratifying: 

Teacher dismissal.
Ah; so cool.
After all, as anyone living inside truly modern days filled to overflowing with zero-

tolerance policies might look around and observe: The no-excuses immediate-punishment, 
mandatory-sentencing method of social management?  Was, really, such a brilliant solution.  One 
that, oh you had only to look around, was currently working out so darned well in not only our 
plainly effective hundreds-of-thousands-now-dead-and-displaced multi-national war on drugs, 
but also in our every day more unbearably overcrowded, funding-per-body, recidivism-
dependent penal institutions.

Onward, in über-modern days, to not only the construction, but to the unprecedented 
financing of the no-excuses test-score-dependent teacher evaluation structure now so loudly 
demanded by a burgeoning supply of educational “experts.”  “Experts” willing to not only 
propose – but heavily promote – the argument that: 

Well, exactly like workers employed inside the huge-profits world of finance? 	
 Surely 
low-income school educators could only ever be motivated by the promise of razzle-dazzle 
bonus monies, the fear of public humiliation, and a forced subservience to top-down, non-
collaborative thinking.

Onward to the privileged-class birth of a modern-day “value-added” teacher evaluation 
structure; a statistical structure ordering that the value of every educator’s evaluation be made 
more valuable through the addition of an indisputably collected test score evidence.  A test score 
evidence which, as policy makers now pointed out, should, for all teachers, be made public.  
Published in newspapers, posted on school walls, added as a competitive evidence of a school’s 
or teacher’s value to performance brochures and those much-touted school appraisal websites.  
Scores which undeniably were, and thus should be utilized as?



Empirical evidence of success – or failure.  
An absolute, unmistakable proof of any teacher’s willingness to be s social partner… 
Or a social pariah.

	
 At this point, average everyday never-been-a-teacher citizens, up to and including one or 
two phenomenally wealthy professional athletes, were likely nodding their heads.  Generating an 
enthusiastic, if protectively arms-length, support for such an unmistakably visible bad teacher 
evaluation structure.  
	
 Thinking?  

Well, damn it, you bet; go ahead and use those test scores. 
Use those endlessly generated modern-day test scores to keep those so many selfishly 

ineffectual educators – at least the ones we never stop hearing about – in line.


